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Abstract: The purpose of this article is to study and to explore the impact of E-learning on medical
education. recently there has been a rapid growth in internet in the use of online education, which
means of becoming literate with new mechanism such as computer networks, content portals, e -
libraries, distance learning and web enabled class rooms. The present paper covers what is e -learning,
need for e-learning, technological tool used for e -learning etc. Designing aspects of e-learning will also
be covered. As we have living in the era IT, it has pervaded the all fields of human lives. So, it has
entered the library and information profession also. Areas of library and information profession, which is
influenced or brought revolutionary changes with the impact of e -learning are also mentioned .
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Introduction

What is E-education?

The term e-education means electronic and it is basically the online  delivery of information
communication, training and learning, E -education seems to have a multiplication of definitions to each
of its users and the term seems to mean something different. A very comprehensive definitions has
been given by the Cisco system, which defines E-education is Internet–enabled learning, components
can include content delivery in multiple format Education provides faster learning at reduced costs,
increased aces to learning and clear accountability for all partic ipants in the learning process in today’s
fast- paced culture, organizations that implement E-education provide their work force with the ability
to turn change into an advantage

E-learning is the use of Internet technologies to enhance knowledge and performance. E -learning
technologies offer learners control over content, learning sequence, pace of learning, time, and often
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media, allowing them to tailor their experiences to meet their personal learning objectives. In diverse
medical education contexts, e -learning appears to be at least as effective as traditional instructor -led
methods such as lectures

Internet and medical education

There are few technological advancements that have had as  much impact on the dissemination of
information as the internet, and especially the  world wide web. It is not surprising then that this tool is
also changing the way medicine is studied, taught and practiced today. This impressive infrastructure
enables us to teach and study medicine in an entirely different way. The web provides medical  students
and physicians with access to continuing medical education, patient education services, telemedicine,
and unparallel communication between colleagues via e -mail. The medical web site may be used as a
dynamic news paper or bulletin board to dissem inate information internally among the faculty as well as
to the out side world. In can also be the vehicle for virtual learning module that enhance the medical
school core curriculum by including lectures, exercises, tests, etc. In addition, the web allow s the
student access to medical literature, medical software applications and medical resources depots. To
date no work has been published on the medical school web site, its constructive process, and its
advantages, drawbacks and future. We need to examin e, at national level, the evolution of the web as a
tool for medical schools, medical students and associated physicians.

The internet is being used extensively in medical schools across the world. The use of the World Wide
Web ranges from the simple to th e spectacular. The Internet provides a means of communication at a
distance. It is the most common and effective form of “computer mediated communication; where
technology serves as a conduit for contact between individuals and groups.

(i)On-line resources

There are a number of ways in which an individual student can use on line resources. As the World Wide
Web grows, the quality of content available on -line is rapidly increasing. For example, both staff and
students can access services like Medline throug h the Internet, as well as a range of on -line journals. In
addition, educators can put their own resources up on the Web, including course notes, which may
reference outside work and data bases of multiple choice questions, or other types of information, s uch
as transcripts of on-line interviews or discussion. These may be made ‘private’ that only individuals with
assigned names and passwords can access the information.

Some of the free full text health science/medical journals are listed below:

1. www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov
Contains over 500,000 free full text, peer reviewed journal articles.

2. http://www.freemedicaljournals.com/

www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov
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FMJ offers 430 research journals predominately in English.

3. http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
PLoS provides full text, peer reviewed, and scientific or medical research articles in
various subject areas

4. http://www.biomedcentral.com/home/
Biomed Central offers 170 peer -reviewed, scientific journals with a wide range of subject
areas.

5. http://www.medscape.com/welcome
Med scape offers over 130 full text medical journal articles

6. http://highwire.stanford.edu/lists/freeart.dtl
High Wire press Offers over 1.5 million free full -text journal articles related to science
and medicine.

7. http://indmed.nic.in/
IndMED offers 38 free full text journals published in English about Indian Medicine.

8. http://openmed.nic.in/
Peer reviewed international collection with mostly English language articles.

9. http://www.qmedin.com/medsites/journals.htm
This site is a portal to other sites which in combination offers 93 medical research
journals. Most were created in India, but published in English.

10. http://www.gfmer.ch/Medical_journals/Free_medical.php
This portal offers 66 journals in medical subject areas to browse.

11. http://www.emedicine.com/
Described as an open access medical textbook, provides over 6,500 articles. Users have
to register, which is free, to search

12. http://www.aib.it/aib/commiss/cnur/peb/pebs.htm3
This site provides links to a variety of medical journals worldwide. The level of access
varies between each journal, but it is indicated for each journal listing.

13. http://www.jmir.org/ JMIR
is a peer reviewed, open access journal which focuses on health consumer informatic s
and the usage of the Internet in health care for research and communication.

http://www.freemedicaljournals.com/
http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
http://www.biomedcentral.com/home/
http://www.medscape.com/welcome
http://highwire.stanford.edu/lists/freeart.dtl
http://indmed.nic.in/
http://openmed.nic.in/
http://www.qmedin.com/medsites/journals.htm
http://www.gfmer.ch/Medical_journals/Free_medical.php
http://www.emedicine.com/
http://www.aib.it/aib/commiss/cnur/peb/pebs.htm3
http://www.jmir.org/
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Free Books

14. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Books

In NCBI Bookshelf e-books can be accessed from specific chapters or sections, it is more
like an electronic journal in the ability to search it and go to a specific area rather than
scrolling through the whole book to reach the part that is needed.

15. www.freebooks4doctors.com

Created and maintained by the same organization as Free Medical Journals.

16. http://medical-ebooks.blogspot.com/

Medical eBooks provides links to over 1,400 free e -books

Thanks to the growth of educational technologies and the Internet, the number of e-learning resources
available to educators has dramatically increased.  Within medical education, repositories or digital
libraries have been established to manage access to e-learning materials. Although few at this time, such
repositories offer a vision of expanded access to a large number of high -quality, peer-reviewed, sharable
e-learning materials The End of Life/Palliative Education Resource Center is a free -access repository of
digital content for health profession educators involved in palliative care education.

The Health Education Assets Library (HEAL) provides high-quality digital materials for health sciences
educators and promotes the preservation and exchange of us eful educational assets such as individual
graphic, video, or audio elements, while respecting ownership and privacyThe Multimedia Educational
Resource for Learning and Online Teaching (MERLOT) is designed primarily for faculty and students
of higher education.

Advantages of online resources include information can be accessed from almost all hardware
platforms including PC’s, Macintosh and UNIX – based machine. Students can access the
information at anytime, it is easy to update information, links can be established to other sources
of information. The disadvantage include slow download time required for many resources
especially software which have multimedia capabilities.

(ii)Distant learning Modalities:

The modalities include standard video conferencing, Internet -based systems, and Next
Generation Internet or Internet 2.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi
www.freebooks4doctors.com
http://medical-ebooks.blogspot.com/
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a-Videoconferencing
Bi-directional or two way video conferencing enables t rue inter action where faculty and
students see and talk with each other as well as transmit and receive slides, images, and
documents.

b-Web-based Learning

Whereas point to-point videoconferencing has advanced distance education generally, its
potential is limited when compared with the rapidly expanding Internet and the accelerating
physician interest in online education. The Internet’s appeal comes from its availability, its
access to vast reservoirs of information, its potential for multimedia streaming , and its low cost.
Immediate access to information resources for medical decision making has also contributed to
the lure of this medium as a powerful teaching and learning tool.

Need for E-education
Due to the social technological and economical transf ormation, e-education has become an
important aspect of learning as globalization encompasses local economies like never before; the
development of a skilled work forced becomes an international concern.The new global
economy posse more complex challenges to work, requiring higher levels of education, computer
literacy, critical thinking, information analysis, and synthesizing skills. However, education
deficiencies have to be eliminating through the organization of need based curriculum and
teaching methods as they relate to market needs. Academic and corporate environments must
redesign to adequately prepare people to function in an information society.

At the beginning of the new millennium, corporation view learning increasingly as a competitive
weapon rather than an annoying cost factor. Business success depends more and more on high -
quality employee performance, which is turn, requires high -quality training, corporate executives
are beginning to understand that enhancing employee skills is key to crea te a sustainable
commutative advantage. In the quest to remain competitive in today’s labour marked, companies
are exploring advances in technology to train employees more rapidly, more effectively, and at
fewer expanses than in the past. Organizations and  training providers need to evaluate whom
they train and how. Today, traditional students in higher education make up less than 20% of all
students. The fastest growing group attending higher education institutions is working
professionals. This new group of “learning adults” is seeking education principally to advance
their careers and increase their salaries.

Lack of computer retrieving skills and knowledge :Problem

Older readers are used to reading ch aracters and many of them are not familiar with computers and
networks. Icons are essentially pictures of things used to make the operation of computers more visually
oriented and easier to understand for the novice. But the color and glare of the screen m ake the eyes of
many tired easily – few people, even in developed countries , like to read a lengthy book in front of the
computer. Reading for a long time on screen soon becomes tiring, and this is one reason why readers –
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both young as well as old – give up reading digital sources on screen. Coupled with their lack of
education, most of them have never received any computer knowledge and training. Unfamiliarity with
computers and networks and lack of ability are the main factors. Another factor is simply t hat many did
not know what the library actually buys, while some older teachers even think that they are too old to
learn how to use digital information resources. When they need such digital sources, they have their
graduate students search for them. It i s one variable that correlates with comfort with computers and
use of digital resources. Younger generations have grown up with computers. Digital resources are more
frequently used by younger readers than older ones. It is believed that digital resources decrease the
quality and rigor of research literature searches. The older the respondent, the more likely they were to
report that unfriendly interfaces waste users’ time, and older scholars report more trouble with
interfaces. Older readers are less likel y to think that digital resource usage increases scholarly
productivity, but they are more willing to pay for copies from traditional books or journals.

Conclusion

E-learning is not merely a new concept but also has grown as the World Wide Web has develop ed in
each and every country and spreading its roots for Indian environment as well. In the era of Information
Technology, students can stay at home and get educated through distance education across the world
via Internet. Education and community are effe ctively being re-engineered. Though the information
technology is dominated our all fields of life, but it can’t surpass the traditional system of education and
learning. It can be a part of the existing educational system, particularly in the country like  India. Some
standards have to be developed in reading material infrastructure facilities, suitable for the Indian
conditions so that the growth of e -learning can be made much faster.
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Paper No-2

Problems in Resource Management

Mr. Kuldip P Pawar

Abstract
This is the era of globalization .In this era  ,Human resource development and management is crucial.

Today’s life is very fast so everyone is busy with its duties and responsibilities. If we want total human
resource development then there is only one way  .i.e. read more and more books.

                 When human mind is empty , he /she can’t do anything ,his growth stops because his thought
process gets stopped. If we want development, it is necessary that more books reaches to the people.

   If we want to provide books on internet, it is necessary that digitalization takes place.
Digitalization means Automation. Books are available on Compact disks and in electronic form. So it is
easy to maintain ancient and valuable books as well as for m anaging big libraries.

Digital library to be an electronic collection of real or virtual resources, which may also be available
elsewhere. These resources must be whole works, with which humans can have a complete cognitive or
affective engagement. A digit al library may allow either online or offline access to the elements it
organizes and houses, and may include multimedia as well as multilingual data .

                               For making the library automated, we need some resources , like scanners,  various
equipments for loading and storing data. Various softwares for maintaining data. If  resources not
getting in time, the overall cost of the project get increased.

jyotiverma341@gmail.com
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In this paper I discussed some problems in resource management  and also suggest some
solutions on it..I also give brief account why new technologies are necessary ?

INTRODUCTION
A digital library is a library in which collections are stored  in digital formats. and accessible by

computers. The digital content may be stored locally, or accessed remotely via computer networks. A
digital library is a type of information retrieval system.

The work needed to ensure that digital content is maintained and accessible into the future is
beginning to be addressed.

A digital library is a collection of documents in organized electronic form, available on the
Internet or on CD-ROM (compact-disk read-only memory) disks. Depending on the specific
library, a user may be able to access magazine articles, books, papers, images,  sound files, and
videos.

On the Internet, the use of a digital library is enhanced by a broadband connection such as cable
modem or DSL. Dial-up connections can be used to access plain-text documents and some
documents containing images, but for complex files and those with animated video content, a
downstream data speed of at least several hundred kilobits per second ( Kbps ) can make the
user's experience less tedious, as well as more informative. Internet -based digital libraries can be
updated on a daily basis. This is one of the greatest assets of this emerging technology.

On CD-ROM, the amount of data is limited to several hundred megabytes ( MB ) per disk, but
access is generally much faster than on an Internet connection. Several CD -ROMs can be
combined in a set, and because the disks are small, a large library can be accommodated in a
reasonable physical space. The main limitation of CD -ROM is the fact that updating cannot be
done as frequently as on the Internet. In addition, producing and distributing CD-ROMs involves
overhead costs that are largely nonexistent in Internet -based libraries.

Some institutions have begun the task of converting classic books to electronic format for
distribution on the Internet. Some files can be viewed dir ectly in HTML format; others can be
downloaded in PDF format and printed. Some publis hers keep electronic files of books and
produce them one unit at a time in printed and bound form on demand
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Some  Digital libraries in India:

 Indian Parliament library
 Indira Gandhi Memorial library , University of Hydrabad
 Indian Institute of Technology,New Delhi
 Indian Institute of Technology,Kharagpur
 Indian Institute of Technology,Mumbai
 Indian Institute of Science,Banglore
 National Institute of Technology, Calicut
 National Institute of Technology,Roukela
 Indian Institute of Management,Kozikode
 Punjab University,Chandigarh

Government policy for Digital Library:

National Centre for Science Information (NCSI) is the information centre of Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore that provides electronic information services to the Institute academic community.
The Centre also undertakes sponsored R&D projects and conducts a training programme on Library and
Information Management

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore   decided to implementation of Digital libraries in India
and with the help of other 21 participants they established   Digital Library of India .for this project
government of India give special attention and also provide budget for it.

Vision:

             To bring world class electronic information services to the academic community and all

Mission

The mission is to create a portal for the Digital Library o f India which will foster
creativity and free access to all human knowledge. As a first step in realizing this mission, it is
proposed to create the Digital Library with a free -to-read, searchable collection of one million
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books, predominantly in Indian la nguages, available to everyone over the Internet. This portal
will also become an aggregator of all the knowledge and digital contents created by other digital
library initiatives in India . Very soon  this portal would provide a gateway to Indian Digital
Libraries in science, arts, culture, music, movies, traditional medicine, palm leaves and many
more. The result will be a unique resource accessible to anyone in the world 24x7, without
regard to socioeconomic background or nationality.

Typical large high-school libraries house fewer than 30,000 volumes. Most libraries
in the world have less than a million volumes. One million books, therefore, is more than the
holdings of most high-schools, and is equivalent to the libraries at many univ ersities and
represents a useful fraction of all available books.

Objectives :

 Provide  network access to worldwide scholarly information resources of relevance to the
academic community, facilitating improved learning, teaching, research, collaboration and
information sharing

 Provide orientation and training to the  academic commun ity in making effective use of
electronic information sources, tools and services

 Participate in the e-publishing and e-dissemination of Institute's intellectual contributions.
 Conduct teaching, research and training in Library and Information Management, with focus on

set up, operation and management of digital information facilities and services.

Digital  library setup:
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Softwares and Scanners used in implementation of Digital libraries

Open source digital library software derives its strength from several enabling technology and
metadata based inter operability protocols, which have become available recently. Examples of some of
these are as follows-

1. Green stone digital library softwa re (GSDL)

2. E-prints

3. DSpace from MIT

4. Site search (OCLC): www.sitesearch.oclc.org

5. PEARS (OCLC): www. oclc. org/ research/ software/pears

6. Open source software for online journals and conference publishing (e.g. OJS system from the

    public Knowledge Project, University of British Columbia, Canada)

7. Fedora – Developed by Cornell University &University of Virginia

Type of Scanners

www.sitesearch.oclc.org
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● Flatbed scanner

● Slide scanner

● Microfilm scanner

● Drum scanner

● Sheet fed scanner

● Digital camera

Scanner Software

There are two types of software that you will  need for most digital imaging jobs.

■ Scanning software that comes with the scanner.

■ Image editing software, normally applied to the image after it has been scanned. Optical Ch aracter
Recognition (OCR) Software Once the text has been scanned it needs to be run through the OCR
program to convert it to a machine -readable encoded form. It allows to scan printed, typewritten or
hand written text (numeral, letters or symbols) and/or convert scanned image to a computer readable
format, either in the form of a plain text or a word document or an excel spread sheet, which can be
used or reused in other documents. (Tip: See tips on indexing also to decide what and what not to OCR)

Advantages of Digital Library:

The advantages of digital libraries as a means of easily and rapidly accessing books, archives
and images of various types are now widely recognized by commercial interests and public bodies

1.No physical boundary . :

The user of a digital library need not to go to the library physically; people from all over the
world can gain access to the same information, as long as an Internet connection is available.

2. Multiple access.

The same resources can be used simultaneously by a number of institutions and patrons. This
may not be the case for copyrighted material: a library may have a license for "lending out" only one
copy at a time; this is achieved with a system of digital rights management where a resource can
become inaccessible after expiration of the lending period or after the lender chooses to make it
inaccessible.
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3. Information retrieval.

The user is able to use any search term (word, phrase, title, name, subject) to search the entire
collection. Digital libraries can provide very user -friendly interfaces, giving clickable access to its
resources.

4. Preservation and conservation .:

 Digitization is not a long-term preservation solution for physical collections, but does succeed
in providing access copies for materi als that would otherwise fall to degradation from repeated use.
Digitized collections and born-digital objects pose many preservation and conservation concerns that
analog materials do not. Please see the following "Problems" section of this page for examp les.

5. Space. :

 Whereas traditional libraries are limited by storage space, digital libraries have the potential
to store much more information, simply because digital information requires very little physical space to
contain them and media storage technologies are more affordable than ever before.

6. Added value.:

Certain characteristics of objects, primarily the quality of images, may be improved.
Digitization can enhance legibility and remove visible flaws such as  stains and discoloration.

Resource Problems in the implementation of digital libraries in India  :

1.Lack of proper Information & Communication Technology (ICT)infrastructure

 powerful Servers , Intranet facilities, ideally optical fiber based Gigabit netw orks
 Required number of Workstations capable of providing online information services,

computing  and multimedia applications
 Internet connectivity with sufficient bandwidth, capable of meeting the informational and

             computational requirement o f the user community

2. Lack of Proper Planning and Integration of Information
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Presently the library acquisitions in India are either paper based and electronic. In most of the
libraries, paper based documents outnumber the electronic subsc riptions and acquisitions. Some of the
libraries need retro-conversion and digitization of library holdings too. Literature on related studies
show that there is a severe lapse on the libraries with regard to proper planning of their information
resources which are conducive for developing digital libraries.

3.Improper data formats and Rigidity in the publishers’ policies

Having successfully installed and configured a digital library does not qualify a library to
automatically populate all its digital collection into the digital library. One has to obtain publisher’s
consent and copyright permissions for the same. Digital library software’s usually accept and process all
popular and standard digital formats such as  HTML, Word, RTF, PPT, or PDF. Most of the publishers put
their materials in their own proprietary e -book reader formats, from which the text extraction becomes
almost impossible. A vast majority of the scholarly content rests in journal literature and due  to
copyright issues they cannot be easily (almost impossible) find its way in to the local repositories of the
digital library.

4.Lack of Technical Skills

The Human Resources available in the libraries need time -to-time professional enrichment inputs
and rigorous training on the latest technologies which are playing around in the new information
environment. The kind of training programmes being imparted in India at the moment are not able to
meet the demand in terms of quantity as well as qu ality.

5.Management Support

For the provision of world class information systems, resources and services the libraries need
the wholehearted support from the respective management. Institutional support in terms of

proper funding, human resources and IT skills enrichment are prerequisites for the development

and maintenance of state-of-art digital library systems and services.

6.Copyright / IPR Issues

Issues of copyright, intellectual property and fair use concerns are posing unprecedented array of
problems to the libraries and librarians are struggling to cope with all these related issues in the new
digital information environment.

Solutions of the problems:
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India is large country. People are intelligent. India is country who export maximum software  or give
technical support to other countries for their development in Information technology. We can take the
help of IT experts in the implementation of Digital libraries.

1. For the private libraries, there is no proble ms to take the support from other companies which
are in the field of digitalization. If government wants to start digital libraries in India they can
take the help of IIT’s and IIMs. We can see it as National Centre for Science Information (NCSI) is
the information centre of Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, is a example of it.

2       .With the proper consent of people ,we can decide a proper format of storing books which
are more convenient and suitable for use.

3        .If  we discuss with the publishers of the books and authors, and show them the digital
libraries are more safe and no one make copies of books and there is no obligation of
IPRS(Intellectual property Rights) then they also ag ree for digitalization of  books.

4.      With the proper paper planning and distribution of work no duplication of data will be occurs
in the digitalization process.

5.     If we discuss with the management and show them how the digital libraries save the money
and time and convenient to all, then we will get the sufficient budget and moral support

from top management.

6.     In India there is a problem of skilled technicians. if we arrange workshops and seminars for the
technicians and give proper training then this problems also get eliminated.

Conclusion

Digital library development in India has been started well .Even among these libraries, focus has been on
developing digital libraries without focus on  issue s such as resource managent,

. There is a need to manage various resources for implementation of new technologies in india .
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Some examples of managing resources are IIM bangalore , and various Institutes. They act as a leader
and a symbol for managing various r esources for  making success of the projects. Few institutions have
taken initiatives to managing resources for  digital libraries and digital technologies. If we mange various
resources that is four M.  I.e. Man , Machine , Material  and money. There will  be definite success.
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